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week, and in some cases by 3^. or 4^., besides improving hours
and conditions.1 It suffered a defeat in 1874, but would probably
have recovered itself, had not the beginnings of the depression
followed in 1875. After 1877, when tens of thousands of workers
were discarded yearly, wages fell by as much as they had pre-
viously risen, and more.2 Farmers themselves sank into ever
increasing embarrassments; bankruptcies and auctions followed
each other; the countryside lost its most respected figures. Those
whose pride in, and conscience towards, the land was greatest,
suffered most; for the only chance of survival was to lower farm-
ing standards all round. Across the stricken field strange birds
of prey flitted; speculators who bought populous corn-lands for
conversion into uninhabited sheep-runs; or 'pirate' tenants, who
went from one farm to another exhausting the soil by a policy of
taking without giving. Adjustments, as time went on, were made;
but always upon the basis of withdrawing both capital and men
from the land. For twenty years the only chance for any young
or enterprising person on the countryside was to get out of it.
The motto over the door of Dante's Inferno might have been truth-
fully posted at the entrance of a typical English village.
So was consummated the urbanizing of a nation, which till
a century before had possessed only one great city, and whose
traditions of popular culture were almost entirely rural. Eng-
land, being now cthe workshop of the world', staked her future
upon continuing to be. With the outlook as it then appeared to
her, she could probably have done no other. Yet even at this
moment other nations were developing policies incompatible
with her ideal. Not only during the eighties did the menace of
rival 'workshops' first come in sight, but the tariff-exclusion of
British goods entered on a new phase. Cobden, while believing
in free trade for Great Britain regardless of what other countries
might do, had nevertheless expected her example to be contagious.
So down to a point it was. But when France and Germany each
decided on protection for their farmers, their manufacturers
naturally claimed corresponding treatment. Thus industrial
and agricultural tariffs grew side by side, each demanding
to be raised whenever the other was. At the same time the
1 Hasbach, History of the English Agricultural Labourer (1894)* English version
(1908), p. 280; cp. p. 284.
* Royal Commission on Agriculture (1881). Evident, Q,. 58,559; cp. Q,.
61,264.

